
Disrupting traditional educational 
system with the power of edutech.



ABOUT DDHUB
We work with International Development Agencies, Governments, Businesses and
Civil Society Organizations in solving the dynamic and emerging developmental
challenges across different sectors and industries using data, GiS, Artificial
Intelligence, Robotics, and multimedia tools to design sustainable technology
solutions that support in decision optimization, service democratization, citizens
engagement and capacity enhancement around the domain that we operate

We work in the domain of 

Health Education AgricultureCivic Technology Startups Support



What we do in Education

We provide education 
backstopping technologies 



What we do in Education

Challenge
The digital world our children are 
growing in; its bold and complex 
creating a thin-line between high 

productivity and zero 
productivity, opportunities and 

problems  therefore for 
educational program or 

academic institute to survive this 
complex digital landscape, it 

must adjust and adopt 
technology and at the same time 

very sensitive to the its 
extremes. This is where experts 

like DDHUB is required   

Our Approach 
We carefully evaluates the 

unique needs of each program 
and organizations and create 

technology tools that will anchor 
on those uniqueness to enhance 

the human processes. 

Flip through to see how we use 
different technologies to 

enhance educational programs 
and academic institutions 



What we do in Education

Digital Readers and 
Tablets

We support schools to 
replace the bulkier hard-

copy textbooks with digital 
ones that are accessible 

through a tablet and 
different devices  to reduce 

cost of purchasing new 
texts with regular updates  

3D Printing
3D printing has already 

seen an impressive 
application in the world at 

large. We deploy 3D 
printing in the classroom 
which help students to 

create hands-on models 
that students can 

investigate and interact 
with. For example, 

students learn geography 
of an area by observing a 

3D map of it    

Virtual Reality
Virtual reality, augmented 
reality and mixed reality is 

rapidly developing. We 
deploy this technology in 

the classroom to take 
students on virtual field 
trips to places otherwise 

inaccessible. For example, 
a student could take a 

virtual field trip to ancient 
Egypt or to the bottom of 

the ocean. 



What we do in Education

Gamification
We develop and deploy 
game based educational 

platform for schools 
because students learn 
better when they are 
having fun. The use of 

gaming in the classroom 
applies this  concept by 

tying together the fun part 
of play with the content 

and concepts that students 
must learn. 

Cloud Technology
We develop and deploy 

cloud based resources for 
schools. The cloud hosts 
apps and services on the 
internet instead of being 
on a user’s computer. It 

enables information such 
as digital text books, lesson 
plans, school management 

software, videos and 
assignments etc to be 

stored, shared and 
accessed on any device 
that’s connected to the 

internet. Cloud brings the 
new educational concept 
of Flipped classroom to 

schools.

Artificial Intelligence
We develop and deploy AI 

to schools which 
automates  grading, 

feedbacks and provide 
personalized learning 
opportunities .  AI its 

helping teachers to save 
the time used in grading 

and giving feedback as well 
as provides the school 
management greater 
insights into students 

learning partner.  

Mobile  Technology
We develop and deploy 
mobile educational apps 

for schools that 
incorporate mobile 

technologies into learning 
processes. 



OUR TRACK RECORD 

2014 1. Founded  as a social enterprise to provide social impact solutions in the Northern Nigeria
2. Designed and deployed service delivery tracker for monitoring health and education services in 

rural communities within Kano State with support from M4D-DFID 
3. Collaborated with CODE to geo-reference, map and host information of dump sites in Kano on 

Google Map to support waste management and environmental sanitation 
4. Produced and displayed films for communities within Kano State on best practices in governance 

and accountability at local government levels with support from M4D-DFID

2015 1. Commenced bi-annual training on digital creativity for youth cohorts focusing on film making, 
animation, photography and graphics design

2. Set-up a co-working and incubation space with computers, internet, digital libraries and work 
stations where tech entrepreneurs collaborate on developing apps and digital creative

3. Trained young people across Kano State on film making, digital marketing and online 
outsourcing.

2016 1. Commenced bi-annual web-development, mobile/web apps building and UI/UX design for youth 
cohorts

2. Organized Android apps development training and incubation for 20 young mobile apps 
developers in partnership with Google Development Group and Bayero University Kano

3. Set-up and managed an M&E Multilingual Data mining Center using hotline service (Hausa, 
Kanuri, Fulfulde etc.) on behalf of NERI-USAID for formative evaluation of NERI’s interventions in 
North East Nigeria

2017 1. Coordinated curriculum development and delivery of lessons at the Digital Summer Institute for 
30 young women from northern Nigeria which held in Abuja.

2. Collaborated with other hubs to facilitate the start-up Friday tech camp for young developers 
based in Kaduna powered by National information technology development agency



OUR TRACK RECORD  …..CONT’D

2018 1. Engaged by Equal Access Nigeria to organize tech camp for peace promoters (PPs) working on 
CVE. 

2. Trained PPs on skills that can be used to develop digital content and build influence on social 
media

3. Trained staff of Aminu Kano Centre for Democratic Research and Training (Mambayya House) on 
data entry, analysis and visualization using SPSS and Microsoft Spreadsheet

4. Engaged by Equal Access Nigeria to provide six months mentorship to peace promoters based in 
all 19 states of the northern Nigeria on developing alternative messaging to CVE and growing 
presence on social media

5. Organized a conference of crazy ideas- it created an avenue where ideas that trigger our ability 
to think critically were discussed by brilliant minds from different fields. We expect these 
innovative and some revolutionary ideas discussed will have the potential to impact on lives and 
governments positively by offering entirely different approaches to the conventional methods 
we are used to Developed and deployed service delivery tracking system for education projects 
in Kaduna. A hybrid App. Used to track government contracts in Education sector, supported by 
MacArthur Foundation and CHRICED

6. Trained media producers on online broadcasting, blogging and use of social media analytics
7. Trained young techpreneurs in mobile application development (Android, React Native, VB), 

Animation and web design where eventually be placed under mentorship & produced start-ups, 
DDHub works to facilitate and link viable start-ups with funders

2019 1. Develop a multi stakeholder project management platform which is used for M&E and 
stakeholder collaboration as well as project management

2. Develop Agric extension platform- farmer engagement platform for famer advisory services 
3. Developed 3D animated farming techniques short clips for audiovisual based extension services 

for farmers.



COMPANY DOCUMENTS:





Contacts 

Corporate Office
12, Lumsar Street, Ibrahim Abacha Estate, Wuse Zone 4, Abuja, FCT, Nigeria.

Kano Office
32B, Zoo Road, Trade Fair Complex, Opposite, Ado Bayero Mall, Kano, Nigeria

Tel: +2348133646976
Email: agritech@ddhub.org.ng

Web: www.ddhub.org.ng


